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The Information Technology (IT) markets in the Asia Pacific 
‘ region are maturing with compound annual growth rates from 25% 
丨 t o 40% in the past few years. It is the fastest growing and the 1 ‘ ‘ 
) ‘ • 
j most dynamic of the global markets. This region represents one 
j of the most dynamic and strategically important markets within 
I the global IT industry. The total population of the region is 
i about 1.3 billion. Amongst them, there are about 1.13 billion 
i. people living in the four Chinese dominated communities namely, 
I Hong Kong, People's Republic of China, Singapore, and Taiwan. 
In this paper, a survey on the Computer Software and 
Services (CSS) industry in these Chinese communities would be 
presented. Through the examination of various attributes 
advocated by Michael Porter such as infrastructure, manpower 
demand and supply, market demands, supporting hardware industry, 
technical capacity and role of government etc., the competitive 
i 
advantages and weaknesses in the respective Chinese communities 
would then be explored and analyzed. In conclusion, a 
collaborative model across these communities to maximize the 
utility of resources to yield optimal return would be developed 
and thus to prosper the CSS industry across these proximate 
Chinese communities. 
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Asia Pacific is recognised as the fastest growing economic 
zone in the world. The regions‘s real GDP growth in 1990 is about 
5.5% comparing with that of United States and EEC which are 3% 
and 2% respectively. The computing markets in the region are 
maturing with compound annual growth rates from 25% to 40% in the 
past few years. It is still the fastest growing and most dynamic 
of the global markets. This region represents one of the most 
dynamic and strategically important markets within the global 
information technology industry. The total population of the 
region is about 1.3 billion. Amongst them, there are about 1.13 
billion people living in the four Chinese dominated communities 
namely. Hong Kong, People's Republic of China (PRC), Singapore, 
and Taiwan. 
In this study, we shall survey the Computer Software and 
Services (CSS) industry in these Chinese communities. Through 
examination of the environment, infrastructure, man-power 
availability and supply, we shall then explore the competitive 
weaknesses and advantages in the respective Chinese communities. 
In conclusion, we shall develop a collaborative model across 
these communities to maximize the utility of resources to yield 




proximal Chinese communities. 
Definition of Computer Software and Services Industry 
The CSS industry is composed of the computer programming 
products and the range of services supporting the usage of � 
computers. The computer software products are packaged or custom-
built provided by not only independent software houses and 
service bureaus but also hardware distributors who also may sell 
their softwares developed by themselves or by others. In 
addition, large users may also retail to outside users 
applications developed originally for the firm's own use. Also 
the range of services associated include: 
a) system integration 
b) systems consultancy 
c) contract programming 
d) training and education services 
e) services bureaus 
f) facilities management 
g) data entry encoding 
Structure of the Report 
This report comprises of four major chapters. Following the 
introduction, Chapter I describes the methodology employed to 
carry out the survey. Chapter II depicts the environment of CSS 
2 
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industry in the respective communities. Chapter 工工工 discusses the 
competitive weaknesses and advantages of CSS industry in the 
respective communities. Finally, Chapter IV attempts to draw a 
collaborative model to maximize utility of competitive advantages 
of the four Chinese communities. 
The Four Chinese Communities 
Hong Kong is largely self-sufficient in production and 
consumption of computer software and services, but exports very 
little. Being an increasingly important international financial 
centre, CSS -industry will no doubt have a greater impact on the 
Hong Kong economy in the future. Facing the acute problem of 1997 
issue, Hong Kong loses quite a lot of computer professionals in j • •f 
j recent years and this brain drain situation will not be improved 
until 1997. Consequently, a balanced supply of manpower for CSS 
industry will become the major problem Hong Kong is to face. 
The computer market in the People's Republic of China 
effectively began in the late 1970s after the implementation of 
the Open Door Policy. Since then it has faced many hurdles to its 
growth and development. The CSS industry virtually did not exist 
internally and is confined within the importing hardware vendors 
and the buyers. Software expertise is mainly under research and 
not put into the open market as subjecct to the attacks through 
leakage of copyright protection. Large software projects are 





develop the system for internal use only. Among the four Chinese 
communities, PRC produces the largest supply of computer 
professionals. Those resources are mostly concentrated in several 
major large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guang Zhou, 
etc. Strategically, PRC is planning to align to CSS products for 
export. 
Singapore is well known in its government‘s ambition to be 
the information technology centre of the Asia Pacific region. 
With the government丨s support, Singapore started its information 
technology industry in late 1970s with only a handful of computer 
professionals and grows rapidly to reach 8300 in 1988 in its 
information technology professional pool. Therefore the growth 
was almost a ten-fold increase over the 850 professionals it had 
in 1980. The effort of the government becomes fruitful in the 
j recent years as Singapore has been recognized as one of the 
outstanding software export countries in the region. 
Although Taiwan has a population of about 17 million which 
is about 3 times of Hong Kong. However, the size of CSS market 
is about half of Hong Kong. Traditionally, Taiwan is more 
hardware manufacturing oriented. Taiwan puts much emphasis on 
computer hardware exporting. As a consequence of economic bloom 
in the 1980s, demand on CSS industry starts to increase. In 
addition, the low cost computing facilities manufactured locally 
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CHAPTER I 
METHODOLOGY 
This study employed a mix of literature survey and 
unstructured informal personal interviews. Literature survey and 
interviews provide the major sources of information for analysis 
and interpretation. 
Literature survey consists of searching for secondary data 
from various sources such as government publications in the 
respective Chinese communities, magazines, periodicals, journals, 
and unpublished papers, etc. A general profile on the CSS 
environment in the respective Chinese communities was derived 
from the secondary data so collected. Furthermore it also 
provided the basis for comparative study on competitive 
advantages and weaknesses of the respective Chinese communities 
in the later stage. 
Meetings with some senior executives of authority bodies of 
CSS industry in the respective Chinese communities were arranged 
to conduct personal interviews on an unstructured and informal 
basis. These senior executives are well experienced and possess 
profound knowledge in the field of CSS. They mainly come from 
those authority bodies such as Hong Kong Computer Society, and 
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Hong Kong Information Technology Federation of Hong Kong, State 
Science and Technology Commission of PRC, Institute for 
Information Industry of Taiwan, Natinal Computer Board of 
Singapore. Data collected in the unstructured informal personnal 
interview represents the insight of those prominent senior 
executives towards the dynamic CSS industry. Such information was 
utilized as a supplement to the static secondary -data collected 









COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SERVICES ENVIRONMENT 
Michael Porter advocated the success of a nation in a 
particular industry in international competition is attributing 
to 丨 f o u r broad attributes of a nation that shape the environment 
in which local firms compete that promote or impede the creation 
of competitive advantage ‘ . ‘ The four attributes or determinants 
of national advantage are identified as follows: 
1. Factor Conditions 
•The nation's position in factors of production, such 
as skilled labor or infrastructure, necessary to 
compete in a given industry. 
2. Demand Conditions 
•The nature of home demand for the industry»s product 
or service. 
3. Related and Supporting Industries 
•The presence or absence in the nation of supplier 
industries and related industries that are 
internationally competitive.�“ 
4. Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry 





are created, organized, and managed, and the nature of 
domestic rivalry. 
In addition to the four determinants of national competitive 
advantage, another variable is identified and tends to influence 
and be influenced by each of the four determinants either 
positively or negatively. This variable is the role of 
government. Furthermore, chance events also play a role in the 
determination of national competitive advantage. »Chance events 
are occurrences that have little to do with circumstances in a 
nation and are often largely outside the power of firms (and 
often the national government) to influence…They can nullify 
the advantages of previously established competitors and create 
the potential that a new nation's firms can supplant them to 
achieve competitive advantage in response to new and different 
conditions I.6 
In Porter's terminology, the four attributes and the two 
variables constitute the full system of •Diamond Model‘ of a 
I nation's competitive advantage (see Table 1). In this chapter, 
the environments of CSS industry in each of the four Chinese 
communities are described and analysed with respect to selected 
attributes as identified in Porter‘s Diamond Model. 
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The description and analysis will reveal the competitive 
advantages and weaknesses of CSS industry in the respective 
communities. The following attributes are selected for analysis 
for each of the four Chinese Communities: 
1• Infrastructure 
2. Information Technology (IT) Manpower 
3. Technical Capacity 
4. Research and Development 
..- 5. . Market Information 
6. Supporting Hardware Industry 
7. Role of Government 










- Hong Kong International Airport is one of 
the busiest and efficient airports in Asia. It is 
serviced by major airlines of the world and 
domestic cargo and passenger carriers. At Hong 
Kong International Airport, a full range of 
facilities is available, including aircraft 
engineering, in-flight catering and the largest 
single air freight complex in the world. 
Furthermore, Hong Kong International Airport is 
famous for its safty in civil aviation. In 20 
years, there was only one fatal accident occurred 
in August 1988. 
2. Ports 
Hong Kong harbour is one of the busiest 
ports in the world. It is ranked second in the j ‘ 
world in container handling volume. Plans have 
been investigated to increase its storage 
capacity. 
3. Railway 
Hong Kong has a short railway running from 
11 
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Kowloon to Lo Wu. This railway is the major 
transportation of cargo by land between Hong Kong 
and China. Furthermore, Hong Kong has a subway 
system. Mass Transportation Railway, connecting 
heavily populated areas in Hong Kong island and 
Kowloon peninsular. 
一 - . 
4• Roads 
Up to 1989, Hong Kong has a total of 1435 km 
of roads for motor vehicles. 
j 
5. Communication Facilities 
Hong Kong is well-known for its 
communication facilities in Asia. It has an 
efficient domestic and international telephone 
and telegraph services and postal system. The 
number of telephones in 1989 was about 2,500,000 
or 45 per 100 population. 
6• Electricity 
In 1989, total electricity production was 
19235 million kWh. 
(b) IT Manpower 
Hong Kong has been suffering from shortage of 
labour force in the past few years, especially 
Information Technology (IT) skilled labour, in the 
past few years. In October 1988, the steady growth of 
12 
demand for laboour led to a record low unemployment 
rate of 1.6%. Consequently labour shortage pressure 
has exerted on pay increases, e.g. in the construction 
section pay increases are more than 20% higher than 
they were a year ago. 
The labour shortage is the result of booming 
一 - economy and the immigration tide which is stimulated -
by the people's worry about the uncertainty on future 
after 1997. More than 28,000 departures were reported 
in 1987, and 60,000 in 1990. IT industry is among the 
highest turnover industries which loses a considerable 
number of experienced executives and technical 
.personnel e.g. EDP manager, systems analysts, and 
programmers. Hong Kong government has a difficult task 
I 
to make up the loss due to brain drain and to maintain 
i 
the quality of those IT professionals who remain in 
Hong Kong. 
1. IT Manpower Supply 
According to the 1989 VTC survey®, in 1989 a 
total of 24,63 0 staff was employed across all 
skills levels among Hong Kong companies and the 
turnover rate ranged from 11.4% to 27.6% for 
different job levels. Sources of IT labour force 
include 2 universities, 2 polytechnics, and 1 
government subsidized college. The total number 
of enrollments in these institions of higher 




labour force includes graduates from overseas 
universities. Table 2 shows the figures on IT 
manpower supply of Hong Kong in 1989. 
一 Table 2: 1989 IT Manpower Supply of Hong Kong 
Number of univ./polytech. 5 
Number of enrolled students 56,100 
— Number of IT graduates _ 1,750 
Number of qualified labour pool 24,630 
Source: Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics 
2• IT Manpower Demand and Training 
In order to meet the IT industry's manpower 
requirements in 1991, the Committe on EDP 
Training of the Vocational Training Centre 
recommended^° that at least an additional 2779 of 
I J 
IT personnel be trained in 1991. Table 3 shows 
the IT manpower requirements in 1991 of Hong 
Kong • 
Table 3: 1991 Projected IT Manpower Demand of Hong Kong 
Job Level Number needed 
Management 166 
Systems Analysis 398 
Application Programming 627 
Technical Support 182 
R&D 49 
Education & Training 60 
Computer Operation 1,149 
Data Entry Operation 1,630 
Source: 1989 Manpower Survey Report on the EDP Industry 
I • 
I - . 
I 
In view of the future growth in IT industry, 
I 1 




balance between IT manpower supply and demand in 
the coming years. These plans include increasing 
the student intakes at the universities and 
polytechniques and setting up a new university, 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
(HKUST), with the mission to provide high quality 
executive and technical personnel to join the 
Hong Kong work force. HKUST will have its first 
batch of students admitted in October 1991. In 
addition, Hong Kong Vocational Training Centre 
and Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) also 
help set up IT training programmes to train those 
new recruits, and provide exposure to IT 
knowledge for those non-IT personnel and 
improvement in technicality for those IT 
practitioners. Finally, the Hong Kong government 
has a plan to invest millions of dollars in 
setting up an IT Technology Transfer Centre as an 
extension of HKPC activities to enhance the 
current, state-of-the-art skills at practitioner 
level in the IT sector. 
3. Quality of IT Manpower 
The quality of IT work force of Hong Kong is 
good enough to support large scale systems 
integration projects such as Jockey Club and 
Stock Exchange. It is shown^^ that in 1989 about 
47% of the IT professionals possessed an IT 
15 
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degree or diploma and most of them had working 
experience 3 to 6 years. Table 4 shows some 
figures on quality of IT manpower of Hong Kong. 
Table 4: 1989 Quality of IT Manpower of Hong Kong 
IT degree/diploma holders 47% 
Educated overseas 10% 
一 . Median years of working experience 3-6 years “ 
Source: 1989 Manpower Survey Report on the EDP Industry 
A certain portion of IT professionals of Hong Kong are 
employed by foreign business entities such as banks, 
financial institutions, insurance companies, and IT 
consultancy firms. Most of these foreign companies 
have their operations computerized and employ most up-
i to-date IT technology in order to increase their 
competitive edge. Thus these employees have the chance 
of exposing themselves to foreign experience and 
‘ advanced technology in IT industry. 
(c) Technical Capacity 
1. Access to Complex Assignment 
Having a good infrastructure in terms of 
communication, low tax systems and motivated 
manpower, Hong Kong has attracted a reasonable 
number of corporate investors to set up their 
Asia Pacific headquarters in Hong Kong. Main IT 
vendors including IBM, HP, Digital and UNISYS set 
up their regional headquarters here. Futhermore, 
16 
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international corporation EDP headquarters are 
also established to support Asia wide 
installations (American President Lines, Hong 
Kong Bank, Bank of America … e t c . ) . Owing to 
this infrastructure, regional assignments 
involving sophisticated technological skills are 
_ performed in Hong Kong. Along with our free-port 
policy and attractiveness in terms of quality of 
life, expatriates are eager to work in Hong Kong 
_ to participate in key development projects. 
2. Access to Advanced Technology 
In addition to the complex projects that may 
involve advanced technology, Hong Kong‘s unique 
advantage of high density communication networks 
place itself in the upfront of information 
technology usage. The highest usage of portable 
phones and radio pagers in the world hints the 
penetration of IT adoption in all levels. Coping 
with the leading edges in finance, tourism, 
shipping services industry, Hong Kong has 
installed up front information technology and has 
been a good user. This can be seen by the fact 
that Hong Kong has the largest size of software 
and IT services among the Chinese communities and 
the number of mainframes and minicomputers 
installed. Details of figures are shown in Table 
！ 、 . 5 . 
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Table 5: 1989 Revenues of CSS of the Four Chinese Communities 
Revenues rUS$ million) 
Hong Kong 252 
P.C. China 52«5 
Singapore 86.9 
Taiwan 169 
Source: CENTT Asia '90 
Also, the world largest computer show CEBIT of Hanover 
has also set up their Asian version based in Hong 
Kong, named 'CENIT/Asia». 
3• Access to International Market 
Having a comparatively large market and 
being a free port, Hong Kong gains it's access to 
international market mainly through activities in 
importing and agency. Owing to the lack of IT 
manpower, users' trend of importing software 
packages would further broaden the access to 
international market. In addition, the opening of 
the PRC market in 1980 ^ s has brought in large 
amount of hardware to the PRC, therefor the 
access of the PRC software market through Hong 
Kong would further increase. 
(d) Research and Development (R&D) 
In Hong Kong, most R&D functions are performed in 
university and polytechnic on an academic basis. 
Individual firms perforin their R&D are on specific 
application basis without sufficient funding. The Hong 
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/ environment of Hong Kong and investigating the 
feasibility of forming the IT Technology Transfer 
Centre using government seed funding. 
Demand Conditions 
(a) Market Information 
Hong Kong ‘ s role as a regional banking and 
commercial centre has played an important role in the 
development of the territory's information technology 
market. Among the four Chinese communities, it 
occupies about 23% of the total regional computing 
vendor revenues. The IT market size of Hong Kong by 
product is depicted in Figure 1. 
The software and services market size is about 
US$ 200 million with revenue growth about 25% over 
1988. When segmented by industry, it shows that 
banking/finance occupies about 36% of the market which 
is about 9% higher than average of the regional 
profile (see Figure 2)• 
The uncertainty of Hong Kong's situation after 
reverting to Chinese administration in 1997 remains an 
important area of concern, which would impact the 
growth of this dynamic market. The problem of 
emigration of IT professionals has enlarged the gap of 
supply and demand. As a consequence, the up surge of 
IT professionals salary would impose a headache for 
i 
* any new tailor-made projects. 
, I 
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(b) Market Trend 
Users would explore higher economy of scale 
software. Adaptation to software packages would become 
more and more popular. More softwares would be 
imported and software houses or consultancy firms are -
becoming more popular to support clients of standard 
packages in respective market niches. Alternatively, 
high productivity software development tools such as 
Computer Aided System Engineering (CASE) and 4th/5th 
GL programming would dorminate the in-house system 
developemt. Meanwhile, those low end programming tasks 
which require minimal user interface and technicality 
would be subcontracted to PRC or the neighbouring 
South East Asia countries. 
Supporting Hardware Industry 
Although Hong Kong is extensive user of computer among 
the four communities. The hardware manufacturing industry 
is comparatively weak. Virtually, all mini-computers, 
mainframes, and medium to higher end peripherals are 
imported. In the micro-computer market, investors has 
started to take advantage of cheap skilled labour in the 
PRC to produce non-branded OEM products or new brand low 
end PCs. Due to the substantially high overhead and 
insufficient government R&D support, high technology 






. . . . . . . . . 
. like Motorola (HK) Plant. However, acting as headquarters 
in Asia for most IT vendors, Hong Kong still enjoys a 
privilege of key technical support centres of computers for 
Asia wide countries. The hardware market share in Hong Kong 
computing market is illustrated in Figure 3, and 
corresponds to a value of US$ 441 to 448 million. 
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Role of Government 
(a) Government Policy and Attitude 
The attitude and policy of Hong Kong government 
towards domestic economic activities has been 
described as 'positive non-intervention•• Only light 
regulation has been designed to ensure stable growth 
for the local industry. At the same time Hong Kong has 
maintained a reputation for order sufficient to 
attract foreign investors. In general, the role of 
government in industry is to provide a stable 
framework for industry and commerce. Hong Kong 
— g o v e r n m e n t has no powers for controlling prices, rate 
I of inflation and money supply. The only enterprises 
！ ‘ I 
controlled by the government are mass transit subway 
system, harbour, postal systems, waterworks, and 
radio/TV stations. There are no limitations on foreign 
equity. 
The official signing in Beijing in late 1984 of 
the Sino-British Joint Declaration on Hong Kong meant 
the elimination of the immediate threats that failed 
negotiations could have brought about. However, majon _ — 
unceirtairities as to the fate of Hong Kong beyond 1997 
remain irrespective of the guaranties in the signed 
agreement. Despite the drafting of Basic Law, 
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\ unknown. Changes in local structure may bring some 
conflicts between local and the PRC's authorities. 
(b) Software Copyright 
Protection of intellectual property is enforced 
through strict implementation of patents, trade mark, 
and copyright laws. Computer softwares are considered 
as intellectual property and have copyright once they 
are patented in U.K. and registered in Hong Kong. 
Unauthorized copying of computer softwares is 
considered as a breach of copyright and will be 
prosecuted for criminal offence. 
(c) Tax Regulation 
Taxation system of Hong Kong is considered as one 
of the simplest in the world. Traditionally, tax 
policies and rates of Hong Kong are viewed as an 
incentive to foreign trade and investment. Domestic 
and foreign economic entities are treated equal in 
Hong Kong. Within the new industrialized countries in 
Asia, the corporate tax in Hong Kong is considered as 
the lowest. The standard rate of corporate tax rate in 
Hong Kong is 16.5% in 1989. Furthermore, there are no 
capital taxes, capital gains taxes, and taxes on 
dividend. 
(e) Profit Repatriation 
In Hong Kong, the control on amount of currency 
26 
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� exchange is minimum. Funds are freely converted and 
transferrable. There are no restrictions on transfer 
of profits and dividends. No restrictions are imposed 
on repatriation of capital. 











… —since 1949, the PRC has built and expanded 
81 civil airports. There is only one 
international airport in the PRC which is state 
owned. Out of the 81.airports, there are only a 
few of them can provide international air 
transportation services. Among them, the most 
modern ones are Capital Airport in Beijing, 
- Hongqiao Airport in Shanghai, and Baiyun Airport 
in Guangzhou. However, the PRC is well-known for 
I its poor airport and air traffic management. 
I 
[ 
I 2. Ports 
There are 16 major ports along the coast 
which service international trade and are 
i • • 
I nationally controlled by the Ministry of j 
Transport and Communications. The most famous 
ones include Shanghai, Dalian, Tianjin, and 
Huangpu. In terms of freight volume, Shanghai is 
one of the largest ports in the world. 
3. Railway 
There were a total of 53,200 km of railway 
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in the PRC in 1989. Most of the railways are 
situated in the densely populated provinces. The 
railway system is the most important 
transportation means in PRC. About 60% of the 
whole country's cargo transportation is handled 
by the railway system. -
4. Roads 
The quality of highway system in the PRC is 
poor. Furthermore, the total length of roads is 
considerably short comparing to those advanced 
countries such as USA and Japan. In 1989, there 
were a total of 1.014 million km of roads 
available for motor vehicles. This road system is 
unevenly distributed and most of the roads are 
found in the eastern coastal provinces. 
s . 
I 5. Communication Facilities 
Up to 1988, over 30 cities have introduced 
mechanized or semi-mechanized facilities for 
sorting postal parcels. Telecommunications 
network is mainly employing open-wire and short-
wave transmission. Telephone capacity is low. In 
1989, there were about 8.1 million telephones or 
0.7 per 100 population. As a whole PRC's post and 
telecommunication services are still backward and 
lag far behind the requirements of the country's 






In 1988, total electricity production was 
545.2 billion kWh. 
(b) IT Manpower 
Nation-wide labour force supply is ample, however 
quality of most of the labour force is doubtful. In 
particular, IT manpower in the PRC is scarce and most 
... of them are unqualified. The PRC has its own software 
graduates not until 1985. Before 1985, most of 七he IT 
professionals came from disciplines other than 
i 
I Computer Science, e.g. Mathematics, Physics and 
Engineering. Furthermore, their exposure is largely in 
the fields of technical support and research. Their 
business application exposure is very limited. 
i “ 
i 
！ 1. IT Manpower Supply 
In 1989, there were 680 institutions of 
I higher learning which produces about 530,000 
graduates. Out of the 680 institutions, 60 of 
them provides studies in Computer Science and 
i 
i I produces 11,300 graduates in Computer Science and 
I , I 
related disciplines (see Table 6)• They provide 
the basis for the IT work force supply in the 
PRC. The total IT work force in 1989 is 200,000 
of which most of them were working for research 
centres, universities and in-house data 
processing departments. 
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Table 6: 1989 IT Manpower Supply of P.R. China 
Number of univ./polytech. 680 
Number of enrolled students 1,858,000 
Number of graduates 530,000 
Number of IT institutions 60 
Number of IT graduates 11,300 
I Number of qualified labour pool 200,000 
5 Source: People's Republic of China Yearbook 1988/89 
I _ 一.__ 一 
\ -
2. IT Manpower Demand and Training _ 
Most of the IT business activities are 
concentrated in several cities, namely Beijing, 
一 S h a n g h a i , Nanjing, Shanyang, and Shenzhen. A 
personal interview reveals that demand of IT 
manpower is most intense in Shanghai and Shenzhen 
which are considered by the foreign investor to 
-一 be the most popular place to invest in IT 
industry. Since 1985, some 60 universities have 
been incorporating Computer Science, Software 
Enginerring, or Information Technology as one of 
their major progranimes at the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. Since then, students have been 
trained to become IT professionals after 
graduation. 
3. Quality of IT Manpower 
Quality of IT manpower in the PRC is poor 
especially in the area of business applications. 
In order to promote the development and 
utilization of high-tech industries, the PRC 
government launched a ‘Torch Programme' in 1989. 




tech industries. Financial loans or grants will 
be awarded to those projects meeting certain 
criteria such as potential economy of scale, 
project size, and technology level, laid down by 
the ‘Torch Programme‘. By taking up more 
challenging projects, IT professionals have the 
I chance to deal with higher technology and f - - • 
consequently their quality be improved. 
I Furthermore, the PRC government has the intention 
I to equip Shenzhen with necessary hardware, 
I software, and humanware resources in order to 
make Shenzhen a software development base of the 
PRC. With the implementation of 丨 T o r c h Programme‘ 
and setting up of software development base in 
Shenzhen, undoubtly, quality of IT manpower in 
the PRC will be much improved in the near future. 
(c) Technical Capacity 
1. Access to Complex Assignment 
The software industry of the PRC took a slow 
start from the 1980's. IT manpower mainly 
confined to universities and provincial research 
laboratories. The scope of software applications 
are limited and applications to commercial or 
industrial perspectives are virtually none. 
Therefore, most software development projects are 
performed in-house and confined to internal use. 
Not until the late 80's, when Japanese started to 
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subcontract some technical software development 
tasks to the PRC that introduces team work 
programming, they are still confined to develop 
I 
I software on experimental basis, which is not 
I 
I marketable. The level—of subcontracting is in an 
I '1 
\ infant stage. Therefore, the access to complex 
i ‘ - . . 
！ assignment is rare. — 
i 2• Access to Advanced Technology 
f 
丨 Facing a completely different business 
！r 
I environment, the IT vendors are obliged to adapt 
to the restrictions and different business rules 
to import their products to the PRC. Also, the 
_ ambiguous COCOM restriction has put off a lot of 
intentions to introduce advanced technology. Even 
the products have been imported, it would be a 
another difficulty to set up the supporting team. 
The Chinese are eager to perform the technical 
support themselves to facilitate technology 
transfer. Moreover, the foreign exchange control 
has made the situation more desperate. 
3• Access to International Market 
Without good market information, the PRC has 
faced difficulties in making good IT products to 
meet the export demands. Furthermore, the 
procedures to approve professionals to go abroad 
either for business or training are under tight 
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control. Hence, the PRC is playing an extremely 
low profile in international market. Hong Kong is 
the key window to feed in update-to-date market 
information and a bridge to re-export and to 
i j customize products for international market. 
I 1 -
i- • -
I (d) Research and Development (R&D) — 
I In the PRC, nearly 100% of R&D activities are 
I ‘ 
performed by institutions of higher learning such as 
universities and research laboratories. In 1989, the 
j 
I state Science and Technology Commision had approved a 
»Torch Programme‘ which consists of sizable funding to 
provide financial supports to R&D projects. R&D 
projects in software engineering are ho七 topics under 
the •Torch Programme‘• 
Demand Conditions 
(a) Market Information 
The computer market in the PRC effectively began 
in late 1970's and has faced many hurdles to its 
growth and development. Traditionaly, software 
development was carried out by people with background 
in Mathematics or Engineering. It was not until mid 
80's, did the first batch of software engineers 
graduate• 
In 1989, the PRC computing market grew to US$ 
375 million and software/services sector is about US$ 
52 million which is surprisingly the smallest among 
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the four Chinese communities (see Figures 4 and 5) • 
Obstacles to the development of software and services 
market include: 
1. Chinese language creates barrier to 
application pakages developed by foreign 
countries 
i - . 
i 2. weak intellectual property protection and i - ‘ 一 
i 
i inadequate copyright laws for software protection 
i , 
I 3， difficult to set up supporting facilities in 
i ‘ i the PRC 
4. lack of training in commercial or industrial 
software. 
The government plays the leading role- in adapting 
the technology. This explains the exceptionally high 
percentage shared by government/education (45%) as 
compared to Asian regional average of 19%. This also 
reflects a basic lack of training and professional 




Figure 4: 1989 China Computing Market Profile (by Industry) 
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Figure 5: 1989 China Computing Market Profile (by Product) 
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Total: US$ 385-395 million 
(Source: CENIT Asia ’90) 
(b) Market Trend 
To enhance the economy of scale, PRC is 
encouraging team work in software development and 
package development. They have formulated the 
following key steps to improve the CSS industry in the } . . . . . -
I PRC： 
1. Export labour to encourage technology transfer 
-Establish recruitment agency to help export of 
software professionals and work in IT companies 
i overseas. 
1 - Build up data input companies to perform data 
t 
I input subcontracted work for overseas companies. 
i 
- S e t up software houses to perform subcontracted 
programming tasks• 
2. Export developed software items 
-Based on the strength of software develoment 
丨 teams, select needs of market niche to develop 
corresponding software package for exporting. 
i 
3• Set up overseas software houses 
- S e t up software services offices overseas to 
take up software development projects and act as 




Internally, the PRC government emphasizes on the 
development of software for the administration and 
public utilities. 
Supporting Hardware Industry 
Notwithstanding the obstacles in the late 70*s and 
early 80,s, China continues to represent itself a market -
a: 
！ with tremendous potentials. The actual hardware market size 
I -
is comparable to Singapore but lag behind Hong Kong and 
Taiwan. Figure 6 shows the market share of hardware 
industry in the PRC's computing market. The market value of 
hardware industry in 1989 is US$ 314 to 323 million. 
1 with the availabiliy of competitive cheap labour, 
China is becoming the most favourite site for assembling of 
PCs and supporting peripherals. This strengthens the 
exports and the easiness of domestic access to hardwares. 
Role of Government 
(a) Government Policy and Attitude 
From 1949 to mid 1970, the PRC was described as 
an iron-curtain country. Anything from the west, not 
to say foreign investment, were not welcome by the 
government. Since the proposal of setting up the four 
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in the PRC was approved 
by the Chinese People Representatives Congress in 
August 1980, conditions of foreign investment have 
been improved tremendously, especially in those SEZs. 
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Figure 6: 1989 China H/W and S/W Market 
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I 
In the information era of the 90»s, the 
government has awared the increasing importance of IT 
industry. Hence, special programmes and incentives are 
set up to promote the development of the IT industry. 
The success of some SEZs encourages the PRC government 
to establish a CSS industry base in Shenzhen SEZ, 
t -
‘ which can take the advantage of its proximity to Hong 
？ . 
Kong. 
(b) Software Copyright 
In 1985, the State Council established the 
i 
I National Copyright Adinisistration, and in 1986, the 
I National People's Congress enacted the General 
Princiles of the Civil Code, which includes broad 
provisions for the protection of copyrights. Since the 
establishment of copyright laws in the PRC in 1986, 
there is no evidence that these laws were widely 
respected or understood. This lack of familiarity with 
copyright continues today. Even worse is that computer 
software copyright is not included in the copyright 
laws. Although there is no copyright or similar 
protection for domestic software, the government has 
attempted to prevent the duplication of programs by 
asking creators to register their works in the 
Bulletin of Registered Software. In conclusion, 




(c) Tax Regulationi4'i5 
In the recent years, the PRC government continues 
to use tax reduction, exemption, or holidays as means 
to attract investors. Local authorities of the SEZs 
have certain freedom to determine these incentives, 
although they will not vary much from one place to 
another. As in most countries, the major tax burden is 
income tax. An overall income tax for foreign partners 
and wholly foreign-owned enterprises ranges from 20% 
to 40%. There is special preferential tax treatment 
I for those foreign enterprises who reinvest the profit. 
I Furthermore, for those science and technology projects 
invested in the SEZs, the foreign investors are free 
— of corporate income tax for a period of 3 years. 
i 
(d) Profit Repatriation 
There are a series of laws on Chinese-Foreign 
Cooperative Joint Ventures governing the foreign 
exchange and remittance of profits. Foreign exchange 
is controlled by the State Administration of Exchange 
Control. Cooperative ventures shall resolve on their 
own the balance of foreign exchange receipts and 
expenditures. The foreign cooperative partner may 
remit abroad, in accordance with law, the profits 
distributed to it. Repatriation of other lawful 
revenues and the funds distributed to it upon 
termination of the cooperative venture is allowed 
provided that it has performed its obligation 
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‘ Singapore Changi Airport was built in 1981. 
The airport is well-known for its modern 
丨 facilities and its efficient handling of cargo 
and passengers. Singapore has an international 
I airline called Singapore Airline which is linked 
to major cities, such as New York, London, and 
i Tokyo, around the world. 
I - - -
2. Ports 
Singapore harbour is one of the busiest 
ports in the world. It is ranked first in 
container handling volume in the world. 
3. Railway 
Singapore has a 67-km subway system. The 
subway system is called Mass Rapid Transit System 
and was built in 1987. The subway system links up 
the major coimercial and residential areas on the . 
island. 
4. Roads 
Up to 1988, there was a total of 2,906 km of 
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I 
roads available for motor vehicles. This is the 
major transportation system both for cargo and 
passengers on the island. 
5. Communication Facilities 
Similar to Hong Kong, Singapore is also 
_well-known for its communication facilities in 
i - • 
I Asia. The number of telephones in 1989 was about 
) 
i 
670,000 or 25 per 100_ population. 
6. Electricity 
In 1988, total electricity production was 
4433 kWh per capita. 
(b) IT Manpower 
Labour, Singapore's only resource, is becoming 
scarcer and more expensive. In recent years, there is 
continuous pay increases as a result of booming 
economy. Wage costs^® increase by 8-10% in 1988, with 
7-9% in 1989. After the continous rise of labour 
costs, shortage of workers becomes another issue 
facing Singapore. Managing labour is now the most 
critical issue in Singapore. 
Due to it's rapid expansion, IT industry of 
Singapore encounters a more difficult situation in 
manpower than other industries. 
1. IT Manpower Supply 
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A surveyi9 in 1989 indicated that there were 
8,300 IT professionals employed by various 
sectors in Singapore and the turnover rate was 
1 7 . 3 % . Most of the IT manpower sources of 
Singapore come from graduates of the 
universities, polytechniques, training centres of 
National Computer Board (NCB), overseas 
j 
universities. There are about 10 institutions of 
I high learning with a total enrollment of 61,432 
I students and producing 19,519 graduates in 1989 
！ 
(see Table 7)• 
Table 7: 1989 IT Manpower Supply of Singapore 
Number of univ./polytech. 10 
Number of enrolled students 61,432 
Number of graduates 19,519 
Number of IT graduates 1,100 
Number of qualified labour pool 10,000 
Source: Economic Survey of Singapore 1989 
2. IT Manpower Demand and Training 
The number of IT professionals has increased 
ten-fold from 850 in 1980 to 8,300 at the end of 
1988. The strong 11% expansion in the Singapore 
economy and the phenomenal 35% growth in revenue 
fro the IT industry in 1988 had tightened the IT 
labour market. The projected demand for IT 
professionals in 1991 is about 1,000. In order to 
ensure enough supply of IT professionals at entry 
level IT degree and diploma graduates, Singapore 
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has plans to increase the student intakes at 
several IT institutions, namely, the National 
University of Singapore's (NUS) Department of 
Information Systems and Computer Science, and the 
Institute of Systems Science (ISS), National 
Technology Institute's (NTI) School of Applied 
Technology, the Centre for Computer Studies at 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic, and the Japan-Singapore 
i： 
Institute of Software Technology. Furthermore, 
the NCB has initiated several programmes to 
enhance and equip the practioners in IT industry 
j with specialist and IT skills. Also the NCB had 
I set up the Critical IT Resource Programme 
； ‘ 
I -
(CITREP) in 1989, which is an assistance scheme 
to enable and encourage IT companies to invest in 
the development of critical IT skills. 
3. Quality of IT Manpower 
In Singapore, about one-third of the IT 
professionals possessed at least an IT 
degree/diploma. More than one-third of IT degree 
graduates were educated overseas. Almost three-
quarters of the IT post-graduates received their 
degree overseas. Table 8 shows some figures about 




Table 8: 1989 Quality of IT Manpower of Singapore 
Median age 30 
IT degree holders 33% 
IT diploma holders 12.3% 
Educated overseas 33% 
Median years of working experience 5 years 
Source: Singapore IT Survey 1989 
In general, Singapore possesses a high quality pool of 
manpower in the IT industry. This is further proved by 
j 
I the fact that the report compiled by the US-based 
firm, Business Environment Risk Information, ranked 




j (c) Technical Capacity I I ——... I 1. Access to Complex Assignment 
！ 
Singapore government has laid a highly 
focused policy to transform the country into a 
computer-intensive economy. The NCB, a public 
sector agency under the Ministry of Finance, 
spearheaded the effort during the 1980's by 
promoting the use of computer by all sectors of 
the economy, and the development of a strong 
local hardware and software industry. As a 
leading figurehead, NCB has undertaken rigorous 
technology transfer programmes to bring in 
complex and key software development projects. 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) networks 
started development in late 1986 and implemented 




country in the region to have fully implemented 
a nation-wide EDI network. 
2. Access to Advanced Technology 
Falling under the reign of leadership of the 
NCB, companies in Singapore are given the 
incentives to procure advanced IT technology. 
！ This includes government funding assistance and 
I • -
f -
tax incentives. Also, staff training related to 
IT usage are sponsored by the government. This 
can be signaled by the remarkable growth of i i 
！ 3 4 . 8 8 % in the local market revenue as shown in 





Table 9: 1988 IT Industry Performance of Singapore 
•I • • _•••••_• , . , , r • 111 • - • T-in • II • I - -
Revenues (S$M) Growth (%) 
Total market revenue 1,065.29 35.00 
Hardware revenue 751.83 38.06 
SW & SVC revenue 313.45 28.18 
Local market revenue 827.76 34.88 
Hardware revenue 570.41 38.85 
SW & SVC revenue 257.35 26.83 
Export market revenue 237«53 35.43 
Hardware revenue 181.42 35.64 
SW & SVC revenue 56.11 34.75 
Source: Singapore IT Survey 1989 
3. Access to International Market 
Not only does Singapore allow tax-free � 
import of software products, it is also the only 
Asian Chinese community producing a measurable 
exports of US$30 million in software packages and 
services. Singapore is already at a stage where 
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it seeks to attract foreign computer 
professionals either from underdeveloped 
countries like Malaysia, the PRC, Philipines or 
even from USA. Government agencies like NCB, the 
Professional Information and Placement Services 
(PIPS) and Economic Development Board (EDB) 
organize careers missions to USA and Australia to 
I 
recruit IT professionals. Also, as a mainly 
English speaking Chinese community, they possess 
an added advantage of communication and easier 
access to international market. 
(d) Research and Development (R&D) 
Notwithstanding the university and polytechnic 
R&D performed in respective institutions, Singapore 
government has strong financial links with large 
software companies. This enables large development 
projects be done with backup and strong R&D activities 
in commercial and industrial uses be performed. The 
NCB and Singapore Computer Systems have a staff of 
base of 700 and 500 respectively and are financially 
owned by the government. 
Demand Conditions 
(a) Market Information 
Performing as a regional centre in South East 
Asia, Singapore government has committed to make 




Throughout the 1980's, the local market saw impressive 
growth in most product and industry sectors. As a 
result, Singapore has the largest mainframe and PC 
penetration rates of any country in the South East 
Asian and the four Chinese communities. Furthermore, 
Singapore has become pioneer exporter of software 
products and services in .the region. In 1989, the 
j exports of computer hardware, software and services 
went up 50% to S$ 357 million. It shares about 11% of 
total regional computer vendor revenues. The share 
profiles of computing market segmented by product and 
I by industry are shown in Figure 7 and 8 respectively. 
i • I — I — • 
(b) Market Trend 
Singapore would continue it's endeavour in 
research and development and determine to become the 
IT leader in the South East Asia. The software 
consultancy and technical services would be expanded 
cross boarders to South East Asia. The software 
exporting business would expand along the lines of 
Singapore's current competitive edges e.g. Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI), Computer Aided Design (CAD), 




Figure 7: 1989 Singapore Computing Market Profile (by Product) 
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Figure 8: 1989 Singapore Computing Market Profile (by Industry) 
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Supporting Hardware Industry 
Representing the largest mainframe and PC penetration 
rates among other communities, Singapore enjoys a 
-reasonable return from the hardware industry. Not only does 
Singapore taking advantage of the government supported R&D 
I to develop brand or OEM products, it has also taken the 
I- dorminance in its proximal markets ~ Malaysia and 
I ！ • 
Indonesia. The computing market profile of Singapore is 
shown in Figure 9 in which hardware industry occupies a 
share of 78% and valued US$ 296 to 308 million. 
Workstations and microcomputers will be the fastest 
growing products over 七he next few years. Most hardware 
I sectors will experience a surge in growth in the 1992-93 





Figure 9: 1989 Singapore H/W and S/W Market 
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Role of Government 
(a) Government Policy and Attitude 
In contrast to Hong Kong, Singapore has sought to 
exploit the benefits of a strong, stable and pro-
active government to stimulate growth in its industry -
1 -and commerce. The natural locational advantages of 
I -
I 
time zone and central position in international trade 
routes have been exploited to their fullest by 
deliberate government policy. A stable political and 
j economic infrastructure coupled with liberal monetary 
j and fiscal policies turned Singapore into a regional 
j - - - - -
economic centre for the ASEAN countries. Using this 
丨 position as a base and taking advantage of its 
developed technological and basic infrastructure, 
I Singapore has deliberately sought to create for itself 
a niche as a regional software production centre. 
i. i I 
I since its independence in 1960s, Singapore has 
track record of political and social stability. 
Traditionally, the ruling party has been and will 
continue to remain in control of parliament. The 
attitude of Singapore government towards free 
enterprise is pro-business approach. The relations 
between government, unions, and employers are 
harmonious. Role of government in industry becomes 
more active and direct recently. Policies are made to 
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encourage certain types of companies and industries 
through direct and indirect investment. In 1989, there 
were about 450 companies have direct government 
investment. On the other hand, emphasis has been put 
on privatizing some infrastructure related projects. 
— In general, there are no percentage restrictions on 
foreign equity. However, newspaper publishing, 
I • 
insurance, and banking have been controlled under 
licenses and legislative process. 
(b) Software Copyright 
i 
j In Singapore, trademark and patents are granted 
j for 7 years, with possibility of renewals. Licensing 
I payment should be approved by the government. 
I 
Copyright is given to computer programs. Any 
unauthorized copying of computer software will be 
I treated as infringing the copyright laws. Intellectual 
property has been properly protected in Singapore 
through the implementation of the respective copyright 
laws. 
！ 
(c) Tax Regulation 
The general attitude of Singapore government 
towards corporate taxes is to decrease direct tax 
burden. In 1989, the flat basic rate for corporate tax 
was 33% which is nearly double that of Hong Kong. For 
fixed assets, there are provisions for accelerated 
depreciation allowance. All plant and equipment are 
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qualified for accelerated depreciation at 33.33% per 
year. The allowance may be as high as 100% for certain 
fixed assets. In principle capital gains are not 
taxable. However, some capital gains may be subject to 
different interpretations and then be taxed. 
(d) Profit Repatriation 
There are no controls or approvals necessary for 
i • • 
I 
money exchange in Singapore. There are . also no 
restrictions on transfer of profits and dividends, and 
repatriation of capital. 
I 章 
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There are several airports in Taiwan. Chiang 
\ f Kai-shek International Airport in Tai Pei 
\ . 
provides international passenger and freight 
traffic services. While most of the other 
airports are mostly for domestic services. 
Investment are being made to expand both 
\ ] • I passenger and freight traffic. 
2. Ports 
There are 5 international harbours in 
I Taiwan. The well-known ones include Kaohsiung in 
the north and Keelung in the South. Both are 




This is the backbone of the island's 
transportation system. In 1987, the total length 
was about 2676 km. 
4. Roads 
This is the primary mode of transportation 
59 、 
I 
on the island. The total length of roads in 1989 
was abount 20,000 km. Recently Taiwan puts a lot 
of effort in highway development and improvement. 
5. Communication Facilities 
Communication system of Taiwan is in 
expansion. Modern telephone services are 
available. In 1989, the total number of 
telephones was about 7 million or 44 per 100 
population• International telecommunication 
system is expanding. 
i I i 
I 6. Electricity 
！ 




\ (b) IT Manpower 
As a consequence of economy boom especially in 
I 
the IT industry, rising wages, acute labour shortage, 




Taiwan have begun to move their production offshore 
and many are planning to do so. This movement began 
nearly two years ago and has become an •outbound 
f e v e r i n Taiwan today. Information Technology 
industry is one of those leading industries moving out 
of Taiwan. In short, Taiwan's labour environment is 
deteriorating, and the government must adjust their 





situation in the IT manpower market is not so 
pessimistic as the following discussion will reveal. 
1. IT Manpower Supply 
In Taiwan, there were 109 institutions of 
higher learning with a total enrollment of 
479,000 students and producing 102,182 graduates 
I • . - — — • - … r -
in 1989. Estimation on number of annual IT 
graduates is 18,800• In general, post-secondary 
education in Taiwan is common. It has the highest 
ratio of university/polytechniques graduates per 
I 100,000 population in the four Chinese 
I Communities. This pool of local graduates serve 
J ！ I - as the major source of IT manpower of Taiwan, 
i 
Table 10 shows the situation of IT manpower 
supply of Taiwan in 1989. 
Table 10: 1989 IT Manpower Supply of Taiwan 
Number of univ./polytech. 109 
Number of enrolled students 479,000 
Number of graduates 102,182 
Number of IT graduates 18,800 
Number of qualified labour pool 30,000 
Source: Far Eastern Economic Review 
Furthermore, there are many graduates coming back to 
their home country from overseas universities. These 




2. IT Manpower Demand and Training 
A recent survey reveals that demand of IT 
manpower in 1991 is 18,600. This projected growth 
in IT professionals can be readily satisfied by 
the number of annual graduates in IT produced bby 
the local institutions of higher learning. Hence 
the IT labour force market in Taiwan is not so 
I I . 
I intense as that in Hong Kong and Singapore. Since 
j ‘ 
the setting up of Taiwan Information Industry 
Development Plan in 1980,工T industry has been 
treated as strategic industry by the Taiwan 
I 
j government. Therefore more special programmes are 
1 set up, such as Hsinchu Science-based Industrial 
Park, Institute for Information Industry, and 
Science and Technology Development Plan, to 
promote development and utilization of 
I information technology, and training and 
education of advanced techniques of information 
technology. 
I ！ • 
I • 
i 
I I 3. Quality of IT Manpower 
Because of it's ample supply of qualified IT 
！ [ 
I labour source which is produced locally and 
I • j 
injected from overseas, quality of IT manpower or 
Taiwan is healthy and strong. In recent years, 
domestic PC market in Taiwan is active and 
prosperous. Hence it's IT professionals have wide 
exposure to a variety of PC-based applications. 
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However, most of the financial institutions and 
banks, which are mainframe-based applications, 
are controlled by the government and not open to 
foreign investor. Therefore, comparing with their 
counterparts in Hong Kong and Singapore, IT 
professionals in Taiwan usually possess less 
foreign exposure and less chance of accessing to 
the most up-to-date technology in IT industry. 
I 
! 
(c) Technical Capacity 
1. Access to Complex Assignment 
j Prior to the revision of enactment of 
} intellectual property protection and the 
copyright law, most IT vendors are refrained from 
introducing their software to the Taiwan market. 
Furthermore, the domestic market for software are 
j mostly Chinese and internalized. This imposes 
barriers to the access to complex assignment. 
However with the enactment of copyright law and 
i-
I the continuous penetration of Taiwan hardware 
I 
i products in international market, the barrier is 
i 
diminishing. 
2. Access to Advanced Technology 
Through the special diplomatic connections 
with USA, Taiwan enjoys special technology 
transfer privileges in terms of importing of 
technological advances from USA. Furthermore, the 
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appreciation of New Taiwan Dollars increase the 
buying power of advanced techonolgy. Riding on 
the high tide of Taiwanese industrialists' 
outbound fever, Taiwan IT industry have recently 
increased their access to advanced technology and 
channel it into the Taiwan market. 
\ ^ -- -
i ........ - — -
i 3. Access to International Market 
Owing to the strong exports of their PCs and 
TC industry, Taiwan is very active in 
international IT market. Every year, Taiwan forms 
j large delegations to join respective IT shows 
I worldwide to promote their products. In 1990, 
I - Taiwan aligned delegates of more than 200 
i 
companies to join the CEBIT '90, the world 
largest IT show, in Hanover. Whereas Hong Kong 
and Singapore had sent less than 50 companies. 
However, in terms of software industry, Chinese 
language is in general usage, and this would 
become an obstacle to Taiwan's intention to play 
an important role in international software 
market. 
(d) Research and Development (R&D) 
The unbalanced commitment of effort and market 
ratio in the computing industry make Taiwan to 
concentrate its effort on R&D of hardware related 




level programs linked with hardware are common in 
Taiwan. As indicated in its current CSS market size, 
Taiwan's dedication to software is minimal. However, 
with the government support through the Taiwan 
Information Industry Development Plan, Taiwan would be 
leading its direction towards adaptation of new —— 
software technology such as imaging processing, multi-
media, parallel processing, software development, and 
telecommunication. Coping with its strength in 
quantity and quality of IT labour (18,800 annual IT 
graduates)• Taiwan shows its promising potential to 
j become a major software R&D centre in Asia. 
I . f ‘ 
j - - . -
Demand Conditions 
(a) Market Information 
Taiwan represents not only the largest computing 
market in the four communities, but also the base of 
significant computing and communication equipment. 
Taiwan is the largest exporter of PCs in the four 
i 
！ communities. However, the share of software and 
services is relatively small. The value of software 
j 
and services share is about US$ 16 million which is 
about 21% of the total computing market. Figures 10 
and 11 show the computing market profile by product 
and by industry respectively in 1989. 
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Figure 10: 1989 Taiwan Computing Market Profile (by Product) 
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Figure 11: 1989 Taiwan Computing Market Profile (by Industry) 
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The comparatively small software and services 
market share may be due the language problems, 
copyright law enactment and the traditional 
concentration on electronic industry. The Taiwan 
government plays a very important role in local 
computing market, especially for software and system 
integration vendors. 
j (b) Market Trend 
I As an upsurge growth in software business, Taiwan 
is expected to undergo an intensive software 
j development stage to produce software that meet the 
I - - - • 
domestic demands. Also, as the major Chinese software 
i 
user, naturally Taiwan has tuned itself to a major 
Chinese software developer. Expanding along with their 
strength as one of the early open system - UNIX users, 
Taiwan would be key UNIX software developers in the 
Chinese communities. This is reinforced by their 
I strong hardware industry which can produce boxes 
running UNIX. Comparatively abundance of IT 
professionals supply and the high cost of living would 
transform Taiwan into a future development or research 
centre. 
Supporting Hardware Industry 
Taiwan represents the most powerful hardware industry 




Telecommunications has been hard pressed to keep up with 
demands for telecommunications services. This has had an 
impact on equipment sales growth. Taiwan main hardware 
industry is concentrated in medium to small systems. Figure 
I 12 illustrates the hardware industry share in computing 
market of Taiwan in 1989. It represents percentage share of 
‘ 79% or a value of US$ 624 to 634 million. 
In Taiwan, hardware manufacturers like ACER and MITECH 
are now world class manufacturer of PCs and network 
servers. This enables Taiwan to spread their international 
network and establish strong channels for technology 
I transfer in terms of computer software and services. The 
recent acquisition of US WYSE technology has signified 




Figure 12: 1989 Taiwan H/W and S/W Market 
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Role of Government 
(a) Government Intervention 
Political forcast on Taiwan is largely dependent 
on policies held by PRC towards Taiwan. In react to 
I PRC•s policies, Taiwan authorities have implemented -
tremendous political reform in recent years in order 
to set up a more democratic system on the island. 
The business environment in Taiwan is basically 
free enterprise orientated with some control by 
I 
j government economic plans. Through the administration 
I of centralized economic plans, government is 
I —— j considered as an active participant in economy. In 
order to promote specific industries, Taiwan 
i government provides award of incentives to those 
！ investors conerned. Most of the financial institutions 
i 
and heavy industries on the island are owned by the 
government. It also controls utilities and enterprises 
which are monopolistic, risk-prone and considered 
I strategically important. Banking services, insurance, 
shipping services, leasing ventures, and motion 
I pictures distribution are not open to foreign 
j i • 
investors. However, there are no limitions on foreign 
equity if projects are on high priority areas and meet 
certain legal requirements. 
(b) Software Copyright 
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Taiwan is regarded as a major source of the 
world's counterfeit products, although the situation 
has been improved significantly since 1985. Due to the 
I One China Policy • held by the PRC, Taiwan has been 
isolated from major diplomatic activities in the 
I 
1 world, and hence it is difficult for Taiwan to adhere 
\ . . 
丨 to any international intellectual property rights -
agreements. There is no copyright protection in Taiwan 
and protection of computer software from duplication 
in Taiwan is minimum before 1989. However, in 1989, 
laws on protection of intellectual property and 
I copyright had been revised and enacted. Hence, 
protection of computer software has been enforced ； —--
I 
since then. 
(c) Tax Regulation 
Corporate income tax rates vary from 15% to 35% 
and are regarded as. low in the Asia-Pacific region. 
Tax evasion among local companies is not uncommon. All 
assets, except land, are depreciable for tax purposes. 
Capital gains taxes are included in taxable income. 
(d) Profit Repatriation 
For capital remittances over a certain limit, 
offical approval is required. After a certain limit, 
transfer of profits and dividends is not allowed 
unless official approval has been sought. Earnings can 
be repatriated within 6 months after being declared to 
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the government. Repatriation of capital over a certain 
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COMPARISON OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESSES 
I -
I 
I Table 11 summarizes the findings and results of analysis in 
I . . 
i Chapter II. The table also shows remarks for each attributes of 
the respective communities with respective to its comparative 
advantage among the four Chinese communities. The following 
discussions further elaborate the competitive advantages and 
( 
weaknesses of each community with refernce to the summary in the 
table. • 
(a) Comparision of Infrastructure 
For IT industry, it is important to have strong 
communication infrastructure so that data communication 
network can be ensured to have a reliable base of working 
platform. From Table 23, it is obvious that the 
communication infrastructure in the PRC is poor. Hong Kong 
possesses the best communication infrastructure. This is 
supported by the fact that there are 45 telephones per 100 
population which is the highest in ratio in the 
communities. Singapore and Taiwan have relatively similar 
strength in communication infrastructure but weaker than 
74 
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Hong Kong. Figure 13 shows the number of telephones per 100 
population which reflects the comparative advantage in 
communication infrastructure. 
(b) Comparison of IT Manpower 
The development and exploitation of IT is critical to i • 
！ the international competitiveness of the community economy -
. . - • 
in this information era. IT manpower is one of the key 
success factors to support IT competitiveness. A good 
understanding of the underlying IT manpower trends, supply 
and demand, and quality of IT labour force would help 
I optimise this scarce resource, one which is also lacking 
I 
I worldwide. 
Presently, the PRC has the largest number of existing 
IT labour force (200,000). However, the quality which 
includes level of expertise and perspective in CSS industry 
！ is doubtful. Next to the PRC, Hong Kong and Taiwan have 
similar quantity of qualified IT professionals, 24,630 and 
30,000 respectively, and their quality is guaranteed by 
I 
I students graduated from well-established domestic education 
I 
system and students graduated from universities abroad. 
Singapore has the smallest number of IT professionals, 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 13: 1989 Number of Telephones per 100 Population 
！ Hong Kong P.R. Chfna Si ngapora Tatvwin 






\ (Source: CENIT Asia ’90) 
i 
I • 
I i • 
I I 
i • . 
I • 
• ‘ , 
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In terms of absolute number, Taiwan produces 18,800 IT 
graduates annually, which is the largest among the four 
communities. Even in relative terms, Taiwan still possesses 
the highest ratio of 94 IT graduates per ten thousand 
population. Hence, Taiwan has strong base of supply of IT 
professionals to meet its its demand. Although the PRC 
f丨 
I . -
！ p r o d u c e s negligible IT graduates annually in relative 
terms, it still has a supply of rather large number 
(11,300) of IT graduates comparing with Hong Kong‘s 1,750 
and Singapore's 1,100. Furthermore, since the CSS industry 
of the PRC is concentrated in a few large cities and 
Shenzhen SEZ and the market size is relatively small 
comparing with Hong Kong and Singapore, therfore the PRC 
can provide adequate supply of IT professionals. Figure 14 
shows the number of IT graduates produced by the respective I communities. 
i 
i 
Although there is no authentic figure on projected 
demand in 1991 available, however, in view of the PRC's 
limited size of CSS industry and the industry has started 
for a rather short history, a supply of 11,300 IT graduates 
is probably good enough to meet its demand. In Figure 15 
which shows the demand and supply of IT workforce in the 
four communities, it indicates that Hong Kong experiences 
the most sever manpower shortage while Singapore and Taiwan 





Figure 14: 1989 Number of IT Graduates 
H ' 
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(Source: Hong Kong IT Environment and Manpower Needs Executive Summary, 1990) 
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Figure 15: Supply and Demand of IT Professionals 
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I 
I 
Figure 16 shows the labour costs of the four 
communities. It can be seen that programmers and system 
analysts in the PRC receives the minimum remuneration (US$ 
170 - 200 p.a.) for their services among the four 
communities. Whilst, IT labour costs in Taiwan and Hong 
Kong are comparable (US$ 9,200 to 26,000 p.a. and US$ 10,00 
to 23,000 respectively) and are the highest in the four 
-communities.. Singapore with a cost of US$ 8,000 to 18,000 
and its guaranteed quality becomes rather competitive in 
the four communities. 
In short, the PRC has the largest IT labour pool and 
teh least labour cost, but the quality is average. Taiwan 
I has the largest qualified IT labout pool with high quality 
but the labour cost is correspondingly higher than the 
I other communities. Hong Kong also has a high quality IT 
i • . 
s 
labour pool and high labour cost. Singapore is in the most 
j 
I competitive position because it has a high quality 
qualified IT labbour pool but the labour cost is just 
average. 
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Figure 16: 1989 Salary of Software Personnel 
n 
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1 
I 
(Source: Hong Kong IT Environment and Manpower Needs Executive Summary, 1990) 
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Figure 17: Score of Technical Capacity 
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(c) Comparision of Technical Capacity 
By assigning weights to different remarks, namely, 1 
for weak, 2 for moderate, 3 for strong, and 4 for 
intensive, Singapore scores a total of 10 points, Hong Kong 
9 points, Taiwan 7 points, and the PRC 3 points. Therefore 
technical capacity of -Singapore is described as excellent, 
Hong Kong and Taiwan good, and the PRC poor. Their relative 
technical capacity is shown in Figure 17. 
(d) Comparison of Market Information 
Among the four communities, Hong Kong has the largest 
CSS market. This correlates to Hong Kong‘s participation in 
international market, business infrastructure and 
geographical location. Singapore is the second large in 
I terms of the CSS market per capita and draws a similar-
scenario to Hong Kong. Both the PRC and Taiwan have a high 
growth rate because of their late start up and domestic 
language needs. They have both the largest IT manpower 
supply and the strong government support. However, these 
two Chinese cultural dominant communities are picking up at 
the different directions due to the tremendous differences 
in infrastructure, technical capacity and supporting 
hardware industry. Taiwan would be concentrating on 
domestic software development at a high-tech profile 
through its international market influence, strong 
financial support and strong R&D. The PRC would be picking 




and subsequent low end software exports. Whilst, Hong Kong 
and Singapore would continue their active role as CSS 
management and merchandizing centre. Hong Kong would take . 
political advantage between Taiwan and the PRC as active 
role in merchandizing and management. Singapore would 
speardhead into South East Asian market and draw its best 
potential of R&D to export high end software products.— 
(e) Comparison of Supporting Hardware Industry 
Both Taiwan and Singapore have a strong hardware 
manufacturing and exports facilities. These help nation 
wide access of IT and laid a key foundation for future 
development of CSS industry. Although Hong Kong is not 
strong in hardware manufacturing, however, with the free 
port policy and the proximity to both Taiwan and the PRC, 
it still enjoys competitive pricing and strong support from 
\ 
I the vendors. Furthermore, the growing trend to formation of 
i 
I assembly plants in the PRC through Hong Kong would further 
benefit Hong Kong in terms of access to price competitive 
hardware. In the PRC, the hardware supporting industry is 
poor and would be benefited with the growing trend of 
taking assembly functions. This would enable the PRC a 
better access both in technical perspertive and in price 
terms. However, this lag behind is expected to persist for 
a few more years. 
(f) Comparison of Role of Government 
Singapore provides a well established legal system 
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which includes protection of intellectual property and 
copyright law, and most incentives and support to the IT 
industry. In this way, Singapore government assumes a 
supportive role as far as CSS industry is concerned. 
Similarly, after the revision and enactment of coypright 
law and the implementation of Information Industry 
1 Development Plan, Taiwan government also presents itself as 
supportive body to the CSS industry. By administrative 
r ‘‘ 
means and restricted tax free incentives, the PRC 
government participates in the promotion and development of 
IT industry. However, with government participation, 
flexibility in market orientation is affected and will 
become rigid if the authority rigid enough. Hong Kong 
government provides least support to IT industry. 
Essentially Hong Kong government plays a non-intervening 
i role which helps increase flexibility in market 
I orientation. Furthermore Hong Kong collects the smallest 
i A 
] corporate income tax which encourages many foreign investor 
(see Figure 18) • Both Hong Kong and Singapore superimpose 
no control profit repatriation. Whilst in the PRC and 
Taiwan, some kinds of approval is necessary for profit 
repatriation. 
The results of analysis as discussed above are summarized 
in Figure 19 which gives a pictorial representation of 
conclusions on comparisons of the attributes of competitive 
advantage• 
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Figure 18: 1989 Maximum Corporate Tax 
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(Source: Business International Forecasting Services) 
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Attributes 1 2 3 4 
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Applying the Porter‘s Diamond Model (depicted in Table 
1) as a window to review respective ‘ diamond ’ in each 
community, together with the comparative strengths and 
3 
j weaknesses in respective communities, a collaborative model 
I on the roles of the respective communities is postulated 
I 
(see Figure 20). 
！ ‘ 
I • 
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Role of the Four Chinese Communities 
(a) Role of Hong Kong 
Hong Kong would be a key management and trading 
centre of computer software and services business. 
This role is supported by it's strong infrastructure, 
positive non-intervening government policy, and the 
, current market size. The weakness in extraordinary 
shortage in IT manpower has brought in disadvantage 
which consequently compels Hong Kong to innovate their 
j subcontracting capabilities. The subcontracting 
I - process could be well entertained by the largest IT 
I 
r manpower pool in the PRC which is politically bonded 
with Hong Kong, especially after 1997. With it's 
excellent international network, there is no doubt 
j that Hong Kong can act as a market information centre 
I to disseminate IT market information among the Chinese 
I communities. Lastly, the inherited flexibility and 
well experiened of Hong Kong people in dealing with 
the difference between the Chinese and western culture 
make Hong Kong a suitable candidate for the liason 
role between the PRC people or officials, and the 
western world. Both United States and EEC softwares 
would permeate into Asia market via Hong Kong to 
compile through PRC into Asian language version. Also, 
Hong Kong can be an activator to stimulate export of 
Asia software to United States and EEC. 
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(b) Role of the People,s Republic of China (PRC) 
The PRC would draw to its best potential as a 
skilled labour centre. With government backup and 
encouragement, the PRC would be the key subcontracting 
centre to carry out straight coding initially, then 
ultimately to export newly developed softwares. Due to 
I the geographical proximity to the best market 
I 
I information centre, political bonding with, and 
I cultural similiarities with Hong Kong, the PRC could 
j readily get subcontracted software development 
projects from Hong Kong which obtains these projects 
I worldwide. Also, the PRC could be a software 
1 conversion centre. The systems collected from 
i -
I international market through Hong Kong would be f ！, 
customized to meet both PRC market and Asian market 
requirements. 
(c) Role of Singapore 
i 
Singapore has its strongest link to South East 
I 
I Asia. Although Singapore is still a Chinese dorminant 
i . 
I society. Both the business and daily life culture are 
quite westernized. Together with its strong government 
support in research and development, Singapore can be 
a better player in software exports worldwide. 
However, it would not be easy for Singapore to take 
over the role of Hong Kong bonding with the PRC and 
Taiwan owing to its geographic and political 
situation. Singapore can be a strong all round player 
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of software and services industry in the South East 
Asia region, e.g. managing of trading and R&D centre, 
and draws its maximum competitive advantage. In the 
long run, due to its emphasis on R&D and strong 
position in international market, Singapore would 
position itself as high technology management and “ -
trading—centre among the four Chinese communities. 
(d) Role of Taiwan 
Having a strong base in hardware industry, 
I 
upsurge software needs, and the largest supply of 
quality IT professionals, Taiwan would become the key 
\ R&D centre among the four Chinese communities. Routine 
I 
I - and low end programming assignment would not be 
！ 
justified to carry out in Taiwan. This is best done by 
subcontracting via Hong Kong to the PRC and at the 
I same time absorbing the 30,000 qualified IT 
professionals in higher value added software product 
development and fundamental R&D activities. Recently, 
Taiwan has taken over WYSE technology in USA. This 
strategic alliance in hardware industry diminishes the 
I barrier to Taiwan's adoption of advanced techology. 
I . 
Bearing the similar Chinese culture and strong 
production factors for R&D, Taiwan would be the heart 
of R&D to develop Asian wide Chinese software. 
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